Undoing the tower of babel
IRIS and GIIRS Working Together

Impact Investing’s

Tower of Babel
IRIS AND GIIRS WORKING TOGETHER
Impact investors require a common language to describe
social and environmental performance and to ensure that this
performance can be consistently measured across portfolios.
IRIS was developed to meet this need. First, it helps define terms
so impact reporting is consistent—for example, it stipulates how
to calculate a metric ton of carbon, and what constitutes an FTE
(full-time equivalent) job. Second, IRIS serves as a repository of
aggregated IRIS-compliant data (meaning it was collected using
IRIS definitions) to enable benchmarking across companies. (To
learn more about IRIS visit: www.iris.thegiin.org)
What IRIS doesn’t provide, though, is overall impact ratings
for companies or funds, or comparability among alternative
investment opportunities. That’s where GIIRS comes in.
GIIRS acts as an independent standards organization that
provides a framework for rating a company’s or fund’s social
and environmental performance using IRIS-compliant metrics.
GIIRS has selected a comprehensive set of weighted IRIS metrics
against which individual companies and funds are evaluated
to provide an overall rating. Through the GIIRS analytics tool,
investors can also look at individually-selected IRIS-compliant
data to complement the standard overall GIIRS ratings.

“When used in tandem for research, reporting and measuring
impact, IRIS and GIIRS will bring a level of sophistication to
impact investing that enables private investment capital to most
effectively address global challenges,” says Sarah Gelfand,
director of IRIS at the Global Impact Investing Network.

HOW ARE IRIS AND GIIRS COMPLIMENTARY
GIIRS uses IRIS definitions whenever a metric in the IRIS
taxonomy corresponds to the metric being assessed in a GIIRS
rating. Companies and funds that receive a GIIRS Rating will
automatically be IRIS compliant for the IRIS metrics that they
report upon as a part of their GIIRS ratings process.
When completing a GIIRS Assessment, companies and funds
have the option to report on additional metrics from the IRIS
taxonomy. This information is then provided on a GIIRS Ratings
Report as context for investors. IRIS definitions will also be used
to help guide respondents through answering the questions that
make up the GIIRS rating system.
This close integration of the two systems will allow GIIRS to
provide data for the IRIS Repository, making it a more robust
resource for benchmarking

From the beginning, IRIS and GIIRS were designed to fulfill
complementary roles in the impact investing sector analogous
to those played by institutions—such as GAAP, EDGAR and
Morningstar—in the traditional investing space.

Together IRIS and GIIRS give investors the reporting rigor,
consistency and comparability necessary to bring institutional
capital into the emerging asset class of impact investing.
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